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Vince Pace is Co-Chairman and CEO of CAMERON – PACE Group, a trend-creating
technology and production services firm which provides 3D technology innovations
that serve studios, filmmakers, directors of photography, producers, networks,
studios and broadcasters.
An acclaimed cinematographer and co-inventor of the world's most advanced
stereoscopic 3D system known as FUSION 3D, Pace has been a pioneer in
reinventing the entertainment experience and has been instrumental in capturing
some of the world's most captivating productions of our time. His career marks many
significant achievements within the industry, from supporting the camera challenge
of BBC’s award winning series BLUE PLANET to designing innovative lighting
technology for THE ABYSS and being nominated for an Emmy in Cinematography for
bringing back images from the deck of the Bismarck, three miles under the ocean.
Almost a decade ago, Pace and Academy Award-winning director—and
CAMERON – PACE Group Co-Chairman—James Cameron shared a desire to
revolutionize the entertainment experience. Together, they embarked on a journey
to develop the most advanced stereoscopic acquisition system ever created, known
today as FUSION 3D. From 2000 to 2011, Vince Pace’s company, PACE, housed a full
creative and technical team which utilized the FUSION 3D system to infuse
“Imagination through Innovation” into major motion pictures, live sports and
entertainment experiences, concerts, music videos and more.
Today, CAMERON – PACE Group’s solutions are trusted by the entertainment
industry’s leading filmmakers and other content producers. The use of
CAMERON – PACE Group’s FUSION 3D technology has resulted in over $4.7 billion of
box office receipts and is responsible for the most recognized 3D benchmarks in
music entertainment, features, and sports including TRON: LEGACY, AVATAR,
RESIDENT EVIL: AFTERLIFE, U23D, ESPN MASTERS, NBA FINALS AND ALL-STAR
GAMES, JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH, HANNAH MONTANA/MILEY
CYRUS: BEST OF BOTH WORLDS CONCERT FILM and THE FINAL DESTINATION.
Based in Burbank, California, CAMERON – PACE Group pioneers the next generation
of camera systems, services and a variety of creative tools to empower and enable
the entertainment industry, filmmakers, networks and broadcasters as they move
into the new world of 3D.

